1. What is the name of the young captain who tries to help move a cannon when it gets stuck in a rut? He is also General Washington’s aide. (First & Last name)

2. What river is crossed by Washington’s troops? (just name it)

3. What is the name of the group with whom Washington’s men are fighting? (hint—not the British)

4. What is the name of the leader who is in charge of the enemy at Trenton? (name and rank)
5. What is the date of the battle? (date)

6. What are some of the factors why the Americans win the battle? (4-5 bullets)

7. How many casualties were there for the Continental Army? (bullet)

8. What type of weapons did the fishermen from Massachusetts carry into battle? (1 word)

9. Why was the battle of Trenton so significant? (extended response)